BRAINY GAMES CATALOG – Oct 22, 2020.
Call or email Mark at 416-726-4338 / mark@brainy@games for local pricing and delivery.
1949 Vintage Muskoka Map Magnetic Puzzle and Wall Hanging | Also 16x20 Puzzle
Happy Motoring in Muskoka Lakes and Lake of Bays Districts Map Puzzles.

$30+
70 A-Z Alphabet Puzzle Pieces | Word Game | Teaching Material
A set of wooden, lasercut lowercase letters. This is a complete alphabet with all common letters
doubled or tripled. Complete with blanks. Each piece is identical in shape, approximately two
inches in size. Use as a teaching aid for learning early words. Literacy aid too. Kids can colour the
letters with a gel pen.

$25
A-Z Animals Alphabet Matching Games | Critters
Two different lasercut matching games for kids or those with dementia. 26 animals split into
pairs - 52 pieces in all - fit in a tray to learn ABC's.

$40

A-Z Animals Puzzle for Kids | Alphabet Educational Menagerie
A large menagerie of 78 animals within 26 individual A-Z puzzles. Each puzzle has 6 pieces, with
the entire collection totalling 156 pieces. The puzzles are lasercut from wood. Each puzzle is 2.5
inches.

$30
ABC Connections - Laser-Cut Magnetic Educational Game
ABC Connections is a conceptual learning game for kids of 3+ at home or school. Your child can
play solitaire or two or more kids can play competitively. This bingo-like game for ages 3 and up.
A child can play solitaire or up to four kids can compete in this visual game. With 150 iconic tiles,
kids interpret the meaning of the tiles and place their tiles on the starting letter of the image.
Tiles can have several meanings, all correct for the child. For instance, a smiley face can be
placed on Y for yellow, S for smile, H for Happy. Two or mor

$45
Amusement avec les Animaux est un jeu educatif. Faites des connections!
This is the FRENCH version of the ENGLISH downloadable. "Amusement avec les Animaux" est
un jeu educatif (113 cartes). Faites des connections! Disponible en formats imprimable et
telechargement digital. $30

Animal Connections Magnetic Fridge or Tabletop Game - 140 Tiles - English or French
A Magnetic Animal Connections Game (140 Tiles) 140 precut magnetic tiles with 89 animals tiles
and 51 words tiles (204 attribute words).

$30 or $35 in wooden box
Animal Crossings Magnetic Word Game
Hidden among 25 tiles in this brainteaser are 50 animal names. 25 3-letter animals and 25 4-letter
animals on magnetic tiles.

$25
Animal Hearts Matching Game
This is a set of 48 cards, comprising 24 matching pairs. Lovely illustrations in this concentrationstyle memory game. Accurately laser-cut to 2.5 inches square.

$15
Colour-Your-Own Animal Outlines Puzzles
A series of lasercut animal outlines to colour and puzzle. Seven 4-8 piece puzzles per box.

$20

Animal Magnets Game - Reproduction of Historic 1934 English Cigarette Cards (Animalloys)
Animal Magnets Game - Reproduction of 1934 English Cigarette Cards - A wonderful mix of
memorabilia. Have fun splicing together new and exotic species with bizarre names and strange
bodies. Create all sorts of curious animals by mixing up their heads, bodies and hind ends. Let
kids' imaginations go wild! There are 16 animals comprising a set of 48 magnetic cards. This
makes 4,096 different animal combinations, each with a different, often funny name. Play on
your fridge or steel whiteboard.

$25
Animal Matching Games | Match-a-Cat | Match-a-Dog | Match-A-Bird | Farm Animals | Cute
Animals | Memory Concent
Matching games are delightful concentration-like memory games for kids and dementia
memory enhancement. Each box or bag contains at least 20 pairs of lasercut 2-inch 1/8-inch
thick wooden tiles. Ideal tactile game for Montessori, memory stimulation, kids of all ages
including toddlers. Fun matching faces. Compact size makes them great for travel.

$20/$25

Artifacts Tabletop Scavenger Hunt
ARTIFACTS is a lasercut tabletop game that plays like a scavenger hunt. Explore tunnels,
revealing and collecting hidden artifacts as you move along underground pathways. This is a
tabletop game that you play with lasercut tiles. Using attribute cards to guide you, grab the
hidden artifacts.

$45
Balancing Bananas Game
Monkey balances bananas game of skill

$30
Bee First - Word Game - Math Game
Bee First is an educational game played with letters or numbers. It encourages conceptual
thinking, literacy and numeracy. Suitable for ages 4 and up.

$40

Bee Hive Puzzles
A series of bee puzzles for children. 37 wooden pieces. The outer pieces form a frame around
the inner pieces. Accurately lasercut. The basic puzzles are 8 inches in diameter and the pieces
are about 1 inch. Larger puzzles are 11 inches in diameter with 1.5 inch pieces.

$25
Blank Hexagonal (Hex) Tiles - Customizable Sizes and Quantities in Wood, Cardboard or
Acrylic
Blank Hexagonal (Hex) Tiles

$20+
Blank Laser-Cut Jigsaw Puzzle to add your own drawing or painting for a unique artwork |
Wedding guestbook | Bi
This is a unique gift for artistic kids and adults. A completely blank puzzle, ready to turn into
your very own canvas. Just draw and/or paint your jigsaw puzzle. Then break apart for others or
yourself to reassemble. Various sizes.

$25+

Boardgame Prototyping Kit - Game Development - Game Creation
This kit contains lasercut pieces for creating your boardgame prototypes. Also a fun way of
letting kids create games.

$25
Brainteaser Squares - Words or Symbols
A series of lasercut wooden brainteasers to tax your mind. Choose from 2- and 3-letter words or
symbols.

$15+
BXNGO - Contextual Bingo - A variety of educational games.
BXNGO is a series of family games for all ages. They are also suitable for people with dementia
and alzheimers. Players must determine concept and contexts for language, math, symbols and
other themes. Like BINGO, the first player to get five in a line wins. Other ways to play are
available. We have several versions and tiles sets.

$35

Canada (150) Connections Game
This bilingual card game celebrates all things Canadian. 150 cards relate to Canada's 150th
birthday.

$30
Canada Beer Caps Map | LaserCut Map of Canada for Beer Caps
Locally Canadian made in Newmarket, Ontario. Holds 55 beer caps across all provinces and
territories on the map. Accurately lasercut from 1/8 white wooden hardboard. Two styles are
available

$45
Canada Match Game for Kids at Home and School - Downloadable
Print and cut out your own copy of the Canada Match game. All you need is a printer and paper.

$25

Canadian Business Card Holder | Maple Leaf
These are lasercut wooden business card holders. Choose which textured image you'd like on
both sides. Room to hold 20 business cards. Three pieces fit snugly together without glueing.
Shipped flat. The base is stained maple wood, 1/4-inch thick. Approximate size is 3x2.5 inches.

$15+
Caribbean Connections Game | Educational | Magnetic | Handmade | Card Game | Word
Game | Flags Game
Learn about the Caribbean in this magnetic trivia-like game. 90+ magnetic tiles including: - over
250 attributes (words) across 63 tiles - 38 flags.

$30
Catan Game Pieces Holder
Organize your Settlers of Catan game play with a holder for pieces. This precision lasercut fiveinch wooden tray holds 5 settlements, 4 cities and 15 roads.Made from three pieces of white
wood and four friction-fit pegs to hold it together. Can be painted as needed.

$15

Chemopoly
CHEMOPOLY - A Strategic Game using the Chemical Elements of the Periodic Table

$45
Child's Name Puzzle
This is a handmade, lasercut wooden puzzle with one, two or three words to identify a child's
name. The puzzle is approximately 10x16 inches and 1/4 inch thick. Each letter has a little
friction-fit handle. You can include the numbers 1-9 on the third line. There is a maximum of
about 25 pieces. If the words are very long, then handles will be excluded. Choose from various
backgrounds - rainbow is the most popular. You may also create a custom colour mix where the
background (B/G) and the letters are different colours.

$35+
Circle of Fifths Puzzle | Laser cut | Music Education
This is a lasercut wooden puzzle of the Circle of Fifths used as a music theory guide. The puzzle
has 48 interlocking pieces on a round tray. Only one perfect solution to help guide students.
White 1/4-inch thick painted wooden hardboard.

$30+

Citywide Delivery Game
CityWide Delivery CityWide Delivery is a hometown-centric delivery game for up to six players.
There are actually two games in one: Pizza delivery Scavenger hunt and gift delivery. CityWide's
pizzas are so fresh, you have to collect your own ingredients before baking and delivery! In
addition, the town's residents are often exchanging gifts that you get to deliver at the same
time.

$50
Colour Your Own Animals Puzzles
Three different sets of animal puzzles. Seven animals in each.

$25
Connections Card Game SOLDOUT
Now SIDELINKS --- see below for rebranded game SideLinks.

$25

Cottage Country Brainteasers Games and Puzzles
These cottage games are brainteasers covering Cottage Country in Ontario. Each puzzle
contains 30 to 48 hidden words. Place the angular pieces in the correct positions to solve each
puzzle.

$25+

Critters Animal Card Game | Escape from the Zoo | Educational Game
Critters is a set of 100+ animal cards and 80 attributes cards that can be played in a variety of
family games. Each lasercut 2.5-inch card has an animal, a point value and attributes for its
animal. Attributes are an important quality in playing the various critter games. There are many
ways to play, for different age groups.

$25
Cross Canada Connections Game
Cross Canada Connections is a tabletop board game about Canada. It is ideal for teachers to use
in Canadian Studies class or after school programs. In Cross Canada Connections, one to seven
players (or teams) traverse a map of Canada by providing correct answers to Canadiana and
learn cooperatively from others, expressing their Canadian knowledge.

$40
Custom Laser-Cut Puzzle From Your Photograph or Image. Wooden. Various Sizes.
Create a wooden jigsaw puzzle from your own image. Puzzles can have various numbers of
pieces and sizes. Your image will be printed and sealed onto wooden 1/8-inch hardboard before I
laser cut it. Puzzle pieces can have any of six different shapes or you can design your own puzzle
format at http://stickypuzzle.com/puzzle-generator.htm Puzzles have a range of pieces for
different ages. 5x7 15-35 pieces 8x10 20-80 pieces 11x17 80-160 pieces

$25+

Customized Brainteasers Personalized for Home or Office
Mark will design and lasercut a customized brainteaser using one or two words. These
brainteasers will entertain guests and customers alike as they try to fit the various pieces into
the tray.

$30+
Dicey Words
A spelling game where you roll dice to form words.

$35
Die Tac Toe Strategic Dice Game
Die Tac Toe is an abstract strategy game where two to four players (ages 5 and up) take turns
marking spaces in a 6x6 grid using single die rolls.

$30
DinoMatch – Dinosaur Memory Game
Memory game with 21 pairs of dinosaurs, with or without stands. $25 or $30.

Dinosaur Puzzle
Pocket puzzle with 56 lasercut wooden interlocking pieces. Various sizes available. $20.

Don't Forget Reminder Frame | To Do List | Reminder Stand
A cute frame generally for kids to remember things to do. Add notes to remind your children of
their tasks. Approximately 3x5 inches in size. Three lasercut wooden parts fit snugly together.
Various colours. Room for many sheets of paper. $15

Educational Fun with Animals Connections Card Game (120 Cards) Conceptual Printable
Digital Download
This is a conceptual and educational card game and puzzle that you print, cut out and play at
home or at school. It encourage out-of-box thinking for ages 4 and up. Plays like a board game,
it's a cross between Scrabble and Dominoes. Can be played cooperatively or competitively.
There are four unique ways to play: Classic, Speedy, Memory Match, Bingo.

$30 or $35 in wooden box

Elemental Teacher Gifts
A series of laser-cut teacher and principal gifts using periodic table element symbols.

$15
European Connections Magnetic Game | Kids Match Flags and Country Attributes
European Connections is a magnetic board to let children learn about Europe. Connect
countries, flags, resources, capitals, geography, history, heritage. Reinforces knowledge about
various parts of the world.

$30
Family Brainteaser Puzzle
Find 30 family-related words in this small lasercut wooden brainteaser.

$15

Family Brainteaser Puzzle in a Tray (Frame) with Stand Lasercut Wood
With over 40 pieces precision cut by laser, this puzzle is not as easy as it looks. 8x10 inches in
size by 1/4-inch thick. Fun for family and guests. The tray doubles as a frame with stand that is
included.

$30
Family Brainteaser Puzzle Made from Personalized Collage of Your Images
Create a personalized tetris-like brainteaser puzzle from your own set of images. Your family
will have loads of fun trying to fit the puzzle pieces into the perfect single solution.

$40+
Find My Family Puzzle
Remember the Where's Waldo books and puzzles? Now you can do that with your own family.

$40+

Flags of the World Matching Puzzles Game
Each box contains a set of regional (continental) flags in the form of matching puzzle pieces.

$25
Four To Score | Four-Letter Words Family Word Game | Improve Literacy
Four To Score is a dynamic word search game played on a 4x4 grid. Players stack letters to make
and score four-letter words in any direction.

$30
Four Sight | Convert 3-Letter Words into 4-Letter Words | Improve Literacy
Be quick to spot a four-letter word amid 3-letter words and single letters.

$30

Glass Shards Brainteasers
A series of brainteasing puzzles that look and feel like broken shards of glass. Lasercut from a
special acrylic, the color imitates glass. Each 6x6 (inches) puzzle has a different level of
complexity.

$20+

Grab A Quick Word
Grab a Quick Word is a face-paced card game where you must spot words faster than your
opponents.

$30
Guess My Word Game | Lasercut Hangman Replacement
This is a "politically-correct" version of the old-fashioned "Hangman" game. There is no person
to hang, just a number of chances to guess one or more hidden words. This is a two player
game. Players alternate being the hider and guesser.

$30
Hex-a-Spell Word Game | Hexagonal Spelling Game
Hex-A-Spell is a four-letter word game using fragmented letters on hexagonal tiles. Hex-a-Spell
has six fragments (bigrams) per tile to allow you to make four-letter words. 60 lasercut, paper
or wooden tiles with three starting bigrams and three ending bigrams per tile.

$30

Hexagonal Word Search Game
In this lasercut wooden game, players compete to make words on a dynamic, everchanging
hexagonal board. As the game progresses, the letters shift to allow discovery of newly formed
hidden words.

$35
Hexanity Brainteasers - Find Words - Match Numbers - Match Symbols - Make Connections
Hexanity brainteasers boggle the mind. They are great coffee table games for visitors to
entertain themselves at your home or office. To solve, rotate and move the hexagonal tiles
until 12 distinct, valid connections are formed.

$15+
History Uncolored Coloring Book
Throughout history, artists have visually chronicled everyday events and activities. Their skills
have rendered much of what we know today. Engravers have taken their images and printed
them for others to contemplate and enjoy. This book captures this historical evidence for you
to make your own colourful versions of art from the past. Includes etchings and engravings
from medieval Europe. Each of the 47 public domain images is printed one-sided with its
historical description on the reverse side so you can remove any page with its informatio

$15

Huge set of Numbers and Arithmetic Operators - Instant Download to Print
This downloadable file contains 130 tiles for you to print and cut out. Then play a game where
you connect math equations. Numbers are about 0.8 inches square - please be careful with
small children. Leave equations on your fridge for your kids to solve.

$15+
Iceland 1587 Map Puzzle in a Tray
This is a lasercut coffeetable tray puzzle of Iceland. The map of Islandia was created in 1587 by
Abraham Ortelius. It is not only the most beautiful stand-alone map of Iceland, but among the
most revered printed maps available.

$35
Infinite Tetris (Tetrix)
INFINITE TETRIS is a Brainteaser with Unlimited Challenges.

$15 - $20

Key Tags with Words formed from Symbols of the Periodic Table
Create a set of elemental key tags using symbols from the periodic table. Wooden tags are
lasercut and laser-etched from white hardboard with a specific colour on the back. Acrylic tags
are cut from clear acrylic and sprayed with a colour of your choice on the back.

$10+
Kids Magnetic Travel Puzzles
A series of magnetic puzzles with a variety of fun and interesting images that are ideal for kids
travelling.

$15+
Kids Numbers 1-10 Animal Puzzle | Learning Numbers
This is a set of 10 wooden puzzles to encourage young children to learn their basic numbers 1-10.
Each laser-cut puzzle has one to ten animals, numbers 1-10 and words one to ten. Your child will
have fun assembling each puzzle while counting the animals and learning the numbers and
number words. Your child relates the numbers to the words.

$30

Laser Cut Drink Coasters | Maple Leaf | Canada | Custom Images
Laser-cut drink coasters with a variety of images, or your own image. Approximately 3.5 x 3.5
inches in sizes. Made from wood hardboard, 1/8 inch thick. Your choice of images. You can
select one of ours, or choose your own, or choose a copyright free image from
www.Pixabay.com. If custom order, please include the setup fee and email your photo to info
[!at] brainy.games

$4 each
Laser-Cut Artisan Puzzles | ~ 250-300 Wooden Pieces | Unique Gifts
Laser-cut jigsaw puzzles. Printed on wood. Sealed with artistic brush strokes. Pieces are 1/8 inch
thick, approx 1 inch square. Various sizes. Custom orders available. Choose other panoramic
images from www.Pixabay.com for free.

$30+
Laser-Cut Cell Phone Holder with Custom Background Photo for your home, office,
bedroom, desktop, tabletop.
Stylishly holds your smartphone on your desk or table at home or your office.. Your photograph
is sealed onto the wooden stand. This stand works with all flat phones and allows for charging
cord. It is a unique accent for your home or office desk.

$20

Laser-Cut Puzzle Map of the U.S.A. - Color Your Own States
This is a laser-cut map of the continental U.S.A. is made from 1/4-inch wooden hardboard. It is
both fun and educational. The entire map board is 1/2-inch thick. The base board does not
contain a map. However, the puzzle comes with a laser-cut "cheat sheet" that defines the
locations of all the states - insert onto the board as needed. One of the benefits of white wood,
is that the pieces can be colored with different gel pens.

$40
Laser-Cut Wooden Puzzles - Europe
Each 11x17 puzzle has at least 260 0.8 inch pieces. All puzzles are laser-cut from wooden
hardboard that is 1/8-inch thick. You can alter the piece shape and size with your order. Custom
orders available.

$30
Lasercut Picture Frames
An assortment of lasercut wooden picture frames. Each frame has three pieces: image on front
with one or more cutouts for your photo(s), a white back and white base. These three pieces fit
snugly together to create your standing photo frame.

$15+

Lasercut Scoreboards
These scoreboards let each player maintain their score for any kind of game. By default, the
maximum score is 599 points. Customization available for greater scores.

$10+
Letrix Word Search
A dynamic word search game for one to four players. Swap and meld adjacent letters into
words. Ages 8+.

$30
LexiSpell Card Game
LexiSpell is a word game where players collect letter fragments to make complete words. The
game is played similar to Rummy, a card game.

$25

Literacy Learning Matching Game
Series of word to image matching games. Ideal for early learning, ESL and autism.

$25
LockDown Word Game
LockDown is a word game where players collect letters to build successively longer and longer
words as defined in their secret, anagrammatic manifests. Longer words are usually locked to
prevent theft by opponents.

$25
Lost Letters Word Game Book
Lost Letters is a book of unique and challenging word puzzles where you examine patterns to
discover missing words. Each of the 175 family-friendly puzzles was generated by a specialized
computer program written by Mark.

$15

Lost Letters Word Game Chapter One | Levels 1 - 6 | Instant Download
Lost Letters is a book of unique and challenging word puzzles where you examine patterns to
discover missing words. Each of the family-friendly puzzles was generated by a specialized
computer program written by Mark Kolb, the author. The book is downloaded in chapter
format. Each chapter contains 30-40 games of various difficulty levels. This download is for
CHAPTER ONE which contains 36 easy to moderate puzzles. Through the use of visual patterns
to solve each puzzle, finding the solutions will stimulate your brain. The book is ready to c

$5
Love Hearts Matching Games | Valentines Day Gift | Mothers Day Gift
A series of concentration-style memory matching games played with heart-shaped pieces.

$25
Love Hearts Puzzle | Wedding Favours | Matching Game
A box full of words of love in puzzle form. 30 complete hearts with various words. 60 individual
pieces to play a matching game for Valentines Day or at wedding guest tables.

$25

Magnetic Canada Match Game - for kids at Home or School
With the Canada Match game your kids match symbols of Canada. The magnetic game can be
played anywhere since the cards stick to the magnetic game board. Play in the car, on a plane,
at the cottage. Comes with - magnetic game board that is laser-cut wood - 35 pairs of matching
cards that are magnetic as well. To play, shuffle the cards and lay face down onto the game
board. Place remaining cards face down as the draw pile. Players take turns trying to find two
matching cards (either in secret or openly). Once matched, player keeps the cards. $25

Magnetic Cottage Wall Hanging/Sign Puzzles | Canada | Muskoka | Cabins | Coffeetable
A series of magnetic puzzles that are both wall hangings and coffeetable games. 54 magnetic
puzzle pieces on a multicoloured handsprayed magnetic board.

$40

Magnetic Games and Puzzles for Bedridden Hospital Patients
Games with magnetic pieces are ideal for bedridden hospital patients. A patient can pass the
time with puzzle, word games and brainteasers.

$25
Magnetic Math Game | Strategic Learning Game
Magnetic Math is a strategic math game using numbers to trap, beat or outscore your
opponent(s). Up to four players, aged four to 104, can play most games in 10 to 30 minutes.

$35
Magnetic School Connections Game - 120 Word and Image Cards
This is a conceptual and educational card game and puzzle that you print, cut out and play at
home or at school. It encourage out-of-box thinking for ages 4 and up. Plays like a board game,
it's a cross between Scrabble and Dominoes. Can be played cooperatively or competitively.
There are four unique ways to play: Classic, Speedy, Memory Match, Bingo.

$30

Mandala Match Game
Colour your own mandala tiles in this matching game

$25
Maple Leaves Puzzle
A unique 15x15 puzzle with 80+ leaf- and odd-shaped pieces.

$40
Match and Stack Strategy Game
Match and Stack is an abstract strategy matching game for two or three players. Match critters
and stack tiles.

$25

Math Cards Game
Players compete to form simple equations that match numbers in this card game.

$25
Math For Grabs
A Simple, Fast-Paced Mathematical Family Game Use Tetris-shaped markers to claim simple
equations.

$30
Math Ringers
Self contained math equations game

$35

Math Tac Toe
Math game using die rolls and simple math equations.

$25
Math to Cash
Math to Cash is a tabletop board game played on a dynamically-constructed board where
players (ages 6+) collect coins using their knowledge of simple math equations.

$30
Mathzzles - Math Puzzles
Mathzzles are mathematical puzzles. Align the various angular pieces into 10 valid equations.
Multiple solutions are possible.

$25+

Memory Match Games
A series of delightful concentration-like memory games for all ages, dementia memory
enhancement as well as autism.

$10 cardstock
Memory Match Games | Kids | Family Game | Adults with Alzheimers, Dementia
A series of games to help with memory and dementia. Children can exercise their brains and
have fun with memory. Playing memory games improves memory capacity especially in older
folks. These games use wooden lasercut tokens. Most tokens are one inch in size. Owls are
approximately 1.25-inches square - choose owl style.

$20 - $25
Message in a Box Personalized Puzzle - Secret message hidden among the puzzle pieces Christmas Gift - Teacher
A "secret message in a box" is a customized message delivered in the form a puzzle. This is a
partially blank 36- or 49-piece puzzle where you write a message to give as a gift or invitation to
someone else. 7x7 inches in size. Default is 36 pieces. You give the puzzle to your friend, boss,
spouse, fiance, teacher, kids, mom, dad, sibling. etc.

$15

Mini Magnets Set of 59 Animals for your Fridge. Play Kids Games like Match and Bingo.
A set of 59 animal magnets. Each magnet is 7/8 inch square (quarter size). Fun on your fridge.
Order two to play a memory match game on your table. To play Animal Bingo, go to
www.Connection.cards/bingo.php to print off unlimited random animal bingo cards for free.

$15
Monster Truck Puzzle
This monster truck puzzle is digitally printed and lasercut from wooden hardboard. It has 40
pieces. Size is 11x5 inches. I will laser-etch a name or short phrase on the door piece. Makes a
unique, personalized birthday gift.

$25+
Muskoka Old Postcards Matching Puzzle Game
This is a unique reproduction of vintage 1900's postcard images from Muskoka converted into a
puzzle matching game. 25 postcard images are split into 50 or 75 jigsaw pieces.

$30

My Secret Job- A game of occupational deductions.
Two players compete to be the first to guess each other's job, location and name.

$20
My Secret Number- A game of mathematical deductions.
Two players compete to be the first to guess each other's number.

$20
My Secret Word - A game of wordy deductions.
Two players compete to be the first to guess each other's word.

$20

North American Place Name Origins Map Puzzles
Several puzzles detailing the native origins of North American locations.

$35
Numopoly
NUMOPOLY - A Strategic Game using Numbers and Mathematical Challenges

$45
Old World Medieval Map Puzzle - Olaf Magnus - Carta Marina, 1539 - Lasercut Jigsaw Puzzle
and Magnetic Puzzle
Medieval Map Stunningly detailed map from 1539. Carta Marina by Olaus Magnus. This is a really
fun map of Northern Europe to explore with lots of character in the details. There are so many
things to locate: sea serpents, shipwrecks, strange fish, archers in boats, wild animals, reindeer,
hunters, fishermen, chickens, cavalry on horseback, cannons, shark attacks...

$35

Old World Scandinavia Map Puzzle
Coffeetable tray puzzle map of Scandinavia from 1500

$35
One To Three
A family-friendly game about making three-letter words.

$30
Pair Four
A family-friendly game about making four-letter words from sets of bigrams.

$30
Pair Three Word Game
PAIR THREE is a simple word game where players connect words through certain relationships.

$30

Periodic Table Coasters
These lasercut coasters are customized with words using periodic table element symbols.

$4
Periodic Table of Elements Word Game
Elementals is a periodic table word game and puzzle. Make words using chemical symbols or
just fit the elements into their symbolic locations. The game has 118 chemical symbol (letter
fragments) to form words inside a 12x18 inch tray.

$45
Personalized First Name Mini Brainteasers
These wooden, lasercut brainteasers consist of a word, usually a person's first name. Scramble
and give as a gift to a family member of friend for their birthday or as a unique stocking stuffer
for Christmas.

$20
Personalized Name Plaque Brainteaser Puzzles | Birthday Gifts for Kids
Treat someone for their birthday with a personalized puzzle gift in the form of their name.
These brain-teasers take some time to solve.

$35+

Pizza and Round Puzzles | Customizable | For All Ages 10-36 Wedge-Shaped Pieces
Treat yourself to 24 pizza slices in this handmade, laser-cut puzzle. Made from 1/4-inch wood
hardboard and laser-cut with precision. Choose from half a dozen pizza varieties. You can vary
the number of pieces from 10 to 36 for different ages.

$30
Principal and Vice Principal Plaques
A unique gift for principals and vice principals. Lasercut wooden hardboard plaques. Words
made from chemical element symbols. Ideal for "elementary" schools. About 5x4 inches in size.

$10
Puzzles in Trays
Puzzle in a Tray is a brainteaser for your coffee table, office or clinic. The idea is to have a
simpler, yet challenging puzzle that takes less time to complete than a regular jigsaw puzzle.
Each puzzle has 50+ large, angular pieces. Laser-cut wooden hardboard, 1/8-inch thick.

$35

Number Puzzles
This is a set of 10 wooden puzzles to encourage young children to learn their basic numbers 1-10.
Each laser-cut puzzle has one to ten animals, numbers 1-10 and words one to ten. Your child will
have fun assembling each puzzle while counting the animals and learning the numbers and
number words. Your child relates the numbers to the words.

$30
Roll-A-Word Literacy Word Game
Roll-A-Word uses cubes to form words. Assemble the cubes from friction-fit, snap-together
lasercut wooden segments.

$20
Round Stained Glass Puzzle | Flying Bird
A wooden puzzle that looks like stained glass, but is NOT glass - it is wood. This laser cut puzzle
has 23 pieces in a tray. It is approximately 8 inches in size and 1/4-inch thick. Since the puzzle
comes in a tray, it is perfect for your coffee table for entertaining guests.

$25

Scoop Words Card Game
Scoop Words is a fast-paced tabletop card game where players simultaneously compete to find
words from matching pairs of letters and letter fragments.

$25
Scrabble Boosters - Scrabblers | Digrams | Digraphs | Word Games | Scrabble Accessories
Scrabblers are sets of double- and triple- letter tiles (DIGRAMS/TRIGRAPHS) that are used to
enhance Scrabble (tm) board games. Digrams are pairs of letters used together to represent a
single sound, such as "SH".

$16 - $30
Sea Turtle Puzzle
Wooden hardboard puzzle of a sea turtle that children can color.

$30

Seasonal Puzzles - Xmas, Easter, Mothers Day, Fathers Day, Thanksgiving, Halloween
Do you know a child ready to put Santa back together? Lasercut wooden or magnetic puzzles.
Approximately 8x10. Magnetic puzzles have "sticky" pieces the child slides on a magnetic board
- they don't fall off - solution on back.

$20+
SideLinks – Word Association Game
An engaging family game where you related words together. Well over 10,000 connections can
be made, The top selling Connections game has been rebranded as SideLinks with more cards.

$25

Secret Decoder Rings | Tactile, Laser-Cut Literacy Games | Brainteaser
Each secret decoder ring is a brainteasing puzzle that promotes literacy. Each game has 36
words to decode. Words are decoded by rotating the outer rings. Each ring has 36 letters. The
innermost set of letters is always fixed.

$20+
Secret Message in a 1603 Map Box with Blank Puzzle
Choose one of three laser-etched boxes with an old 1603 map etched on top and a blank 7x7
inch 36-piece puzzle.You put the simple puzzle together and write a secret message on it. Break
the puzzle apart and put back in the box. Your recipient puts the puzzle and secret message
together for their surprise. Available 1603 maps: World, Europe, Asia, Africa.//

$35+
Secret Message in a Heart Puzzle - Valentines Day - Mothers Day - Words of Love - Wedding
Gift
A series of heart-shaped puzzles, about 7 inches in size. The HEART puzzles have 44 pieces each
and come in a metal tin. The LOVE puzzle has 20 pieces and comes in a tray with the message
"Endless Love Fills Your Heart". Both puzzles allow you to write a secret message on the back of
the all white pieces.

$30

Shapes Brainteaser Puzzles | Tetris-Like Puzzles | Tetris Teasers
This is a series of brainteaser puzzles for your coffee table. Have guests put them together in
anywhere from 5 to 20 minutes. Each puzzle has either eight, nine or ten pieces for various
difficulties. The painted pieces are 1/8-inch thick and lasercut from wooden hardboard. Each
puzzle will NOT be exactly as shown as they are sprayed with different colours. You can specify
a colour combination when ordering, otherwise you will get a "surprise" colour. These puzzles
are about 7-inches square.

$20+
Shattered Glass Puzzles
A series of lasercut puzzles made to look like shards of glass. Various colours.

$30+
Shifters Word Game
Shift rows and columns of letters to form and score words. This lasercut wooden game is 6
inches square. Travel-friendly family game for all ages

$30

Sliders Word Game
Strategically slide and meld letter fragments into words in this multiplayer word game.

$30
Spell the Animals Magnetic Game - Educational, Home School, Fun, Spelling, Learn Letters,
Words | Color your ow
This game consists of 80 letter fragments that make up 40 animal names. As a parent, help your
child find the 40 animal words by providing clues for the animals. To play solitaire, hide the
animal column below and use the clues alone. For fun, your child can colour the letters with a
gel pen or sharpie. Children learn 40 animals and their words. Words are in fragments like [C]
[AT] and [MO] [OSE]. This literacy learning tool has a magnetic board and magnetic word
fragments and letters. The board is laser-cut and etched. As a bonu

$30
Spellandia
Explore the mythical island of Spellandia, where its craggy landscape is littered with letters
spewed from its lexical volcano. Populated for centuries with intrepid islanders, their sole
occupation has been to productively cobble these letters into words. Venture now into the
Lexis Sea to stake your claim on this abundant literary resource!

$40

Stackers Word Game
STACKERS is a set of 170 laser-cut wooden tiles comprising one-, two- and three-letter word
fragments along with a lasercut 5x5 stacking grid. Plays like 3D Scrabble ��.

$30
Tabletop Word Search Race
Play a never-ending word search game in the form of a race.

$30
Teacher Gifts - Brainteaser Puzzles
This small lasercut wooden brainteaser is a thoughtful gift from a child to their teacher.

$15

To Do Stand | Business Card Holder | Reminder Notes Holder
Organize your to-do notes on your desk with this colourful organizer. Each stand consists of
three pieces: front, back and base. The lasercut pieces fit snugly together and are shipped flat.
Each stand is approximately 2.5x4 inches in size. I laser cut 1/8-inch thick wooden hardboard.
Optionally, choose a 1/4-inch thick maple base.

$15
UnEarthed Treasure Hunt Board Game
UNEARTHED is a three-dimensional treasure hunt, set on a mythical island in a distant sea.
Players dig through several strata layers to uncover tools, using them to collect artifacts that
unlock treasures.

$50
Unique Guest Book Puzzle from Your Photo - Alternative Wedding Guestbook Engagements - Parties - Birthdays Jigsaw and/or Magnetic Guestbook Puzzles Blank with one or more images as separate pieces,
various styles, any size. Single image puzzles are possible with maximum width 16 inches. For
Wedding receptions, birthdays, special occassions, showers, engagement, special events,
parties.

$30+

Uplifted
Online game where you find words in various categories by pushing letters around.

Free at www.Uplifted.me
USA Words Puzzles | USA Games | Word Search
These are"Wordzzles" (word puzzles) about the USA. Several are available in two styles:
brainteaser and jigsaw.

$30+
Vibrant Cornucopia Artisan Puzzle | Laser-Cut Wood | ~ 20 x 10 inches | 200 wooden pieces |
Flowers, Fruits, Ha
This beautifully rendered and vibrant handmade laser-cut puzzle is made from 1/8 inch thick
wood. Each piece is about 1 inch square for a 200 piece puzzle and 3/4 for the 300 piece puzzle.

$30
Vintage Toronto Map Puzzle
Coffeetable tray puzzle map of Toronto from 1874.

$35

Wanted Picture Frame, Lasercut Wood, Customizable
Place your photo inside one of my lasercut wooden picture frames. Each frame consists of four
pieces: front, back, base and removable name plate. Precision lasercutting aligns all parts. The
name plate is about 2.5 by 0.3 inches.

$15+
Wooden Numbers and Alphabets
A series of wooden, lasercut numbers and letters. Various sizes and quantities. Double set of
numbers 0-9, total of twenty numbers, 2-inches in size. Optionally make magnetic. Set of 70
uppercase letters vintage font, various colours, one-inch in size. Set of 63 uppercase letters,
various rainbow colours, one-inch in size, magnetic

$25
Word Lock Literacy Game and Puzzle
Word Lock is a tabletop game of stealing and locking words. Two or more players compete to
lock up the most valid words from 144 1-, 2- and 3-letter fragments. Word Lock can also be
played as a solitaire puzzle to try to make 72 words.

$30

Word Puzzle Brainteaser | Words in Trays | Coffee Table Games | Word Search | Word Game
In this series of word games, the goal is to align tiles to form eight words. Seven 7-letter words
are formed horizontally from left to right, while the eighth word is found on the left running
vertically from top to bottom.

$15+
Word Puzzles | Animal Names Puzzle | Educational Literacy Game | Colour Your Own Puzzle
Your child solves this collection of 49 animal names, food names, jobs. This puzzle improves a
child's literacy skills. 8x11 wooden, laser cut puzzle. Choice of 35, 48 or 35 pieces for different
ages or levels, jigsaw or magnetic.

$30
Word Sleuths
A tabletop family word game of deduction and elimination. Guess the secret words of the other
players. Like multi-player hangman with tons of verbal interaction and engagement.

$20

Word Tac Toe
Three-letter words strategy game that plays like Tic-Tac-Toe. Fun for the whole family.

$30
Word Wheels Literacy Game
Word Wheels is a literacy game comprised of letter fragments on two spinnable wheels. Players
take turns to make words from two fragments, one fragment per wheel. Laser-cut wooden
hardboard. Instructions laser-etched onto back of game. Choose from Animal Words and FourLetter Words.

$25
Word Wide Delivery
A tabletop word game where you use ships to collect and transport a cargo of letters to sell as
words. Up to nine players compete to load their ocean-going ships with letters matching a
manifest of words and deliver them to their ports.

$45

Word Worm - Hexagonal Spelling Game
This is a word game using letters on hexagonal tiles. You get to make "snaking", worm-like
connections.

$25
WordCross - Tabletop Word Game
Word Cross is a game about making short words within a laser-cut board. Up to four players
compete to use one- and two-letter fragments to form and lock two- to four-letter words. Over
5,000 English words can be made from these fragments.

$40
Wordsy Tetris
Tetris-like word search at www.Tetrix.fun $20+

Wordzzles - Word Puzzles in a Tray - Literacy Challenges - Team Building Game | Word Search
Wordzzles are unique word puzzles in a tray, sort of like word searches. Puzzle pieces are
angular and contain two, three or four letters.

$25+
Zoo Tac Toe
Zoo Tac Toe is an animal matching game for children to get their critters to `escape from the
zoo`.

$30

